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1. . The present note deals with the differential equation: 
(1) d2w dw S m2 n 2 ? (1-z2) dz2 - 2Z dz + ?k(k+ 1)- 2(1-z)- 2(1+z)~w=O. 
As far as we know this equation has been considered only for real values 
of the variable z with -1 <z< 1, among others by H. BATEMAN [1], in 
connection with a treatment of the homogeneous wave-functions. The 
equation (1) appears also by applying the method of ZERNIKE and 
BRINKMAN [2] to the solution of the general Laplace equation of higher 
dimensions. D. J. HoFSOMMER [3] constructed two solutions of (1), where 
z is real with - 1 < z < 1, and he derived many properties of his solutions 
under certain conditions with regard to k, m and n. 
In this paper .we assume that z is a complex variable, and we derive 
a solution valid for unrestricted values of k, m and n. The result will be 
expressed by means of a contour integral, and also within a circular region 
with the aid of a hypergeometric function. This solution gives rise to the 
definition of a class of complex functions Pl:'·"(z), which for m=n is the 
same as the first class of the wellknown associated Legendre functions 
Pl:'(z), satisfying the equation: 
d2w dw S m 2 ? (1-z2) dz2 -2z dz + (k(k+l)- 1 _z2 ~w=0, 
which is (I) with m=n. 
2. Our starting-point is the differential equation (I), where z is thought 
of as a complex variable, and k, m and n are real numbers. The solution 
of this Riemann equation is 
(2) w=P~ !~ O:k fn1 zl, 
( -!m k+l -!n ~ 
where arg z, arg (z+ 1) and arg (z-1) are assumed to have their principal 
values. From (2) we derive: 
W= (z-1)m/2 (z+ 1)"/2 p { ; 
-m 
w= (z-1)ml2 (z+ 1)"12 u(z), say. 
00 
-k+m+n 
2 
k+ I+ m+n 
2 
-; z }·or 
-n 
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The function u(z) satisfies the differential equation: 
or 
d2u + ~n+1 + m+1 {du + (-k+ m+n) (k + 1 + m+n)_u_ = 0 dz2 ( z+1 z-1 ~dz 2 2 z2 -1 ' 
(3) (1-z2)~:~- {(m+n+ 2) z+m-n} :: +(k- mtn) (k+ 1 + mtn)u= 0. 
If we differentiate both members of (3) with respect to z, then we find: 
2 d3u { ~~ (k m+n+2)(k m+n+2)du _ (1-z) dz3 - (m+n+4)z+m-n.f"dZZ+ - 2 +1+ 2 dz-0, 
so that, putting u=u(z)=uT·"(z), we have: 
d dz ur·"=ur+1.n+1, 
Now, ifwe assume that k+ mtn is an integer> 0, thelastrelationim~lies: 
(4) 
dk+ m+n m-n m-n 
--=.,2-u-k+-2-.-k--2- =U"'·" m+n k • dzk+-2-
m-n m-n 
But u;;Tc+-2--I.-k--2--1 ='lfJ, say, satisfies the differential equation: 
or 
or 
d~ d~ (1-z2) dz2- (- 2kz+m-n) dz = 0, 
k-~ k+~ d2~;d~ = 2 2 
dz2 dz z-1 + z+1 
d~ = (z- 1)k-"';" (z + 1 )k+ m;" dz 
(apart from a constant factor). 
From this, (4) and the definition of "P we derive 
(5) 
m+n 
W=(z-1)ml2(z+1)"12 dk+-2- {(z-1)k-m;n (z+1)k+"';"} 
dzk+ "':" 
(apart from a constant factor). 
3. Let k+ mtn be an integer > 0. 
According to a wellknown theorem on the derivatives of an analytic 
function (5) can be written in the form: 
(k+ m+n) I f m-n m-n W= ~ • (z-1)ml2(z+1)"12 (t-1)k--2-~t,1)k+-2-dt, 
2n~ (t-z)k+-2-+1 
0 
(6) 
where 0 is a contour in the t-plane which encircles z once counter-
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clockwise, and which does not include the points t= 1 and t = -1, and 
where arg (t-1) and arg (t+ 1) have their principal values. 
Now drop the restriction on k+ mtn. 
If we substitute in the differential equation (3) for u the integral 
occurring in (6), but taken over a contour 0 which will be assigned 
presently, then the first member of (3) becomes 
and it can be seen that the last integral can be written in the form 
J. ~ [(t-I)k-T+1 (t+I)k+T+l] dt 
J dt (t-z)k+ "':" +2 
0 
(7) 
(calculations are omitted here). 
From this it follows that a function w of the form (6) with unrestricted 
values of k, m and n, is a solution of (1), if the function 
m-n m-n (t-I)k--2-+1 (t+I)k+-2-+1 
m+,. (t-z)k+ -2-+! 
(8) 
resumes its original value after describing 0. A closed path 0, which has 
this property, is drawn in fig. l. The point A may be chosen on the line-
segment joining 1 and z. 
'X,=-1 
Fig. I 
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4. Now for all values of k, m and n except those for which k+ mt"' is 
a negative integer, and those for which k- m;nis an integer, we define, 
using Pochhammer' s notation: 
(9) 
(z-l)m/2 (z+I)n/2 
"' " 2k+-2-
(z+,l+,z-,1-) 
F(t) dt, 
c 
m-n m-n 
where F(t)= (t-l)k--2- ~!,.l)H-2-. 
(t-z)k+-2-+1 
This function P'f:·"(z) satisfies the differential equation (I). In order 
to make the argument of the factor (z-I)"'i2(z+ I)"i2 unique and con-
tinuous, we cut the z-plane along the real axis from -<Xl to I, and give 
arg (z-I) and arg (z+ I) their principal values. Furthermore arg (t+ I) 
and the initial phase of t-I at A are assumed to have their principal 
values. If t describes the contour 0, both arguments change continuously. 
The initial phase of t- z is taken such that by continuous change of t 
(counter-clockwise) from A to that point of 0, where t-z is real and 
positive, this argument becomes zero. 
Furthermore we specify the path of integration 0 such that it does 
not cross the part of the real axis in the t-plane between - <Xl and -I. 
In this way for all values of z not lying on the part ( -<Xl, I) of the real 
axis Pr·"(z) is uniquely defined. 
If m is an integer then the function (8) returns to its original value 
after A has described the paths I and 2 (see fig. I). Hence in that case 
(9) can be transformed into 
( m+n ) (z+,l+l 
e-ni(k-T) . r k+-2-+1 . (z-l)m/2(z+l)"/2. f F(t)dt 
( m-n) ( m-n ) m " ' 4nsin k--2- n r k--2--1 2k+-2- c 
so that, if k+ m~n is not a negative integer, and k- m;n is not an integer, 
and m is an integer, we have the definition: 
(z+,l+) 
(IO) p F(t) dt. 
c 
5 N ha I II 2 d k + m+n not · · t . ow assume t t z- < , an 2 a negatwe ~n eger, 
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k- m;n not an integer, and m not an integer. Making in (9) the substitution 
(z+,1+,z-,1-) 
t- 1 = (z- 1 )u, we find for the integral gi the expression: 
c (1+. 0+, 1-, 0-) 
m-n ,(. m-n m+n ( 1 m-n 2k+-2-(z-1)-m 'j' uk--2-(u-1)-k--2--1 1+z-; u)k+-2-du= 
C' 
m-n m+n 00 r k+--+1 ( m-n ) 
= 2k+-2-(z- 1)-me"i(H-2-+1)"" 2 . (z-1)' . 
.:.., ( m-n ) 2 
r=O F(r+I) r k+-2- -r+1 
(1+,0+.1-. 0-) 
,(. m-n m+n 
'j' uk+r--2-(1-u)-k--2-- 1 du, 
since u-1 is (1-u)e-m in view of the chosen initial phases of 1-u and u, 
and since the phase of 1 + z;1 u is between -:n; and :n;. (Here the path of 
integration 0' is placed so that throughout j(z-1)uj<2). 
The last integral is equal to 
. . m-n . r(k- m-;n +r+l) F(m-r) 
4e"'<•-m+ 1lstn (k--- +r) :n; sm (m-r):n:· _:....__--:-------:-----'----,,..-----
2 r(k+ mtn +I) 
In this way we find for (9) under the restriction jz-1j<2: 
. r(k+ m-n +I) 
P,:· n (z) = ~ . 2 . 
n r(k- m;n +I) 
00 r(k- m-n +r+l) F(m-r) 
(z-1)-m/2 (z+ 1)"/2! 2 . e-ly. 
r=O r(k+ m;n -r+l) F(r+I) 2 
In view of F(z)F(1-z)=~ and 
smnz 
. . _ F(c) ~ F(r+a) F(r+b) r 
F(a, b, c, z)- F(a) F(b) ,-:-0 r(r+1) F(r+c) z' 
we find (after some calculation): 
1 (z+I)n/2 ( m-n m-n 1-z) (11) .Pr·" (z) = F(l-m) (z-l)m/2 F k- -2- + 1, -k- -2-; 1-m;-2- . 
The right member of ( 11) is finite for all values of k, m and n inside 
the circle jz-1J = 2, except if m is a positive integer. Now we observe that 
.Pr·"(z) according to (9) is an analytic function of kin the neighbourhood 
of any point at which the function is finite, when m, n and z are fixed. 
Hence (11) defines .PJ:·"(z) for unrestricted values of k, m, nand Jz-1J <2, 
except if m is a positive integer. 
6. In order to get an expression similar to (11) for the case that m 
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is a positive integer we transform 
1 ( m-n k m-n 1-z) F(I-m)F lc--2-+I,- --2-;I-m;--y-' 
under the additional restriction that -k+ m+n and -k- m-n are not 2 2 
integers, into: 
00 r(k-m-n+I+r)r(-k-~+r) 
I Z 2 2 (I -Z)' = 
r(k-m;n+I)r(-k-m;n)•=m r!F(I-m+r) 2 
(I-z):" ~r(k+mtn+l+s)r(-k+mtn+s) I-z ·= 
2mr(k-T+I)r(-k-T)•=O s!F(I+m+s) ( 2) 
r(k+~2 n +I)r(-k+~2 n) --~~--~(~I_-~z~)m~------~ 
2mr(k- m_;_n +I)r( -k--m-;-n) F(m+l) 
( m+n m+n I-z) · F k+-2-+I, -k+-2-; m+I;--y-. 
Hence from this and (II) we find under the mentioned restrictions : 
r(k+ m+n +I) r(-k+ m+n) 
.Pr·"(z)= (-I)m 2 2 (z+I)"i2(z-I)m/2, 
(I2) 2m F(m+l) r(k- m;n + 1) r( -k-m;n) 
F (k + m+2 n + I, k m +n I 1-z) - +-2-; m+ ;--2- · 
Now consider the following cases: 
(*) -k+ m;-n and -k- m;n are positive integers. Then .P%'· 11(z) is 
defined by (I2). 
(**) - k + m;-n and -k- m;n are negative integers. Then we have: 
(I3) 
r(k+ m+n +1) 
.Pr·"(z)= (-l)m. 2 (-k+m+n_I)(-k+m+n_ 2) ... 
2mF(m+I) r(k- m;n +I) 2 2 
···( -k- m;n). (z+ I)"'Z(z-l)m/2 F(!c + m;-n +I, -k+ m;-n; m+ I; I ;z). 
(***) -k+ m;-n is a positive integer, -k- m;nis a negative integer. 
Then .Pr·"(z) is identically zero. 
7. Now we return to the integral expression (9), and assume that 
( *) k + m ;-n is a negative integer, and k- m ;n is not an integer. 
Then F(k+ m;-n +I) is infinite and the integral in (9) vanishes. 
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Now write 
r(k+ m+n +I)= -:It 0 
2 r( -k-m~n) sin(k+ m~n)n 
The limiting value of 
(z+ol+oz-ol-) 
0 (k Im+n) rh 
Sill +-2-:n; r F(t) dt 
if k+ m~n approaches a negative integer, can be found by applying de 
l'Hopital's rule; therefore in this case we define: 
Pf!o" (z) = __ e_-..,."_i<_2k_+_n_J--:--
k 4n sin ( k- m_;-_n )n 
(z+,l+,z-,1-) 
(z-I)m/2 (z+I)n/2 p F(t) log (t-z) dto 
a 
m cannot be an integer, hence in this case for I z- II < 2 the expression 
(ll) in terms of a hypergeometric function remains meaningfull. 
(**) k m+n o t o o t k m-n 0 0 + - 2 - ~s no a negatwe ~n eger, --2 - ~s an ~nteger. 
(**a) If k- m;-n is negative, then write 
sin(k- m;-n)nr(k- m;-n +I)= r( -k-+n'T); 
hence in this case we define: 
Pr:·" (z) = (z+,1+,z-,1-) 
6-,>(k-"';"+1)r(k m+n I)r(-k ~)(z-I)mi2(z+I)"/2 0 ,h 
4:n;2 + 2 + + 2 m-n J 
2k+-2-
F(t) dt 
a 
(**b) 
rule to 
If k- m;-n is positive or zero, then application of de l'Hopital's 
I 
sin(k-m;-n)n 
leads to the definition: 
(z+,1+,z-,1-) 
F(t) dt 
a 
(z+,1+,z-,1-) 
r(k+ m;-n +I) 
PV!·" (z) = _ _:__, ___ ..:........,... (z -I)m/2 (z + l)n/2 p F(t)log(t-I)dt. 
k 4n2 r( k- m;-n +I) m " 2k+-2-
a 
Here again m cannot be an integer, and we conclude for I z- II < 2 to the 
same as in case (*)o 
(***) k+m+2 n •s to , t k m-n 0 0 t • a nega we ~n eger, --2- ts an ~n eger. 
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These assumptions imply that m is an integer. 
(***a) If m is positive or zero, then in {10) we have: 
T (k+ m+n +I) 
------'----2---:- = (k+ m+n) (k+ m+n -l) ... (k- m-n + l) 
r ( k- m ;n +I) 2 2 2 
or 1, and our definition becomes: <1 + > 
pt·n (z)= ~(k+ m~n) ... (k- m-;;n + l) (z-l)m/2 ~~+I)n/2 J_ F(t) dt . 
• m ~ 2k+T J 
0 
For I z- II < 2 we replace in the expressions ( 12) and ( 13) the fraction 
r(k+ m+n +I) 
_..:__2_--:-by (k+ m+n) (k+ m+n -l) ... (k- m-n + l). 
r(k- m;n +I) 2 2 2 
(***b) Ifmis negative and k- m;n + 1 is negative or zero, then we have: 
(1 +> 
pm,n {z)= _I_ (z-I)m/2 (z+I)n/2 , __ 1_, f F(t) dt 
k 2ni( m-n)( m-n ) ( m+n ) k+~ • k--2- k--2--I ... k+-2-+I 2 2 0 
(***c) If m is negative, and k- m;n + 1 is positive, then F(k+ m~n + 1) 
is infinite, and the integral in (10) vanishes. Now write 
r(k+ m+n + 1) = -;rr; 
2 r( -k-m~n) sin n(k+ m~n)' 
and apply de l'Hopital's rule to 
(z+) 
. ( 1 m+n) ,( F(t) dt. 
smn k+-2- ! 
This leads to the · definition: 
Pf(·n (z)= 
e-ni (k+~) I (z-I)m/2 (z+l)n/2 (:E . 
2ni r( -k-m~n)r(k-m;n +I) 2k+m2 n '!F(t)log(t-z)dt. 
In the cases (***b) and (***c) we conclude to {11) for lz-11<2. 
Remark. For m=n we get the Hobson definitions of the associated 
Legendre functions Pf((z). See [4]. (To be continued) 
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